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PREPARING FOR AN OVERSEAS TRIP
Prior to leaving the country, prepare a “duress package” 
that includes sensitive information that only you know. 
It should include next of kin, life insurance information, 
and a handwriting sample. Prepare two versions of the 
packet, and store one at your employer’s office (in a 
safe) and the other at home.
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10 MEASURES TO TAKE IN THE EVENT OF SOCIAL
UNREST OR NATURAL DISASTER

1) PREPARE A “BUG-OUT BAG.”

How should an executive react when they find themselves in the midst of catastrophic event 
such as a coup d’état, political riot, or natural disaster? What can he or she do to ensure 
their safety and security overseas before and during the event?

The following measures do not represent a step-by-step approach for every crisis. Each 
situation is unique and will require a different response depending on the threats the 
executive faces. However, these measures provide general guidelines to consider prior to 
and during an event.

A bug-out bag should contain enough supplies for seventy-two hours. Wear the bug-out bag 
over the shoulder to leave both hands free. The contents of the bug-out bag will vary 
depending on the region and the threats faced (see sidebar for list of common items). For 
additional information on the contents of a bug-out bag for a specific country or region, 
contact FirstCall.



THE “BUG OUT BAG”
Rule-of-thumb: Only include what you need to survive for three days. The contents of a 
bug-out bag will vary by individual based on their prior experiences, the countries they visit, 
and what they determine will ensure their survival for a three-day period. Bug- out bags 
typically include:

Do not include weapons such as a firearm, pepper spray, or baton, as they are often illegal 
overseas.

Food: Energy bars or athletic bars that are high in calories and lightweight. These 
are often packaged to withstand moisture and exposure.

Water: Bottles of water and a water purification system, such as a battery-powered 
purifying system that uses ultra-violet light or an eye-dropper full of bleach. Iodine 
tablets can also purify water. Plan on supplies to purify three days of water, which 
for the average person is two-to-four liters per day.

Communications device: A cell phone, and a means to charge the battery. Use 
communication devices sparingly. Power down when not in use. If possible, take 
your traveling charger/battery with you

Inclement weather clothing: A nondescript water/wind resistant jacket.

GPS device: A GPS requires a battery. Pack a paper map of the area as well.

Funds: Cash is recommended. Spread it out between your person, several places in 
the bug- out bag, and possibly a cache site. Make sure you include local currency as 
well as euros and dollars.

Headlamp: In the event of a power failure, a headlamp will allow you to navigate in 
low light or darkness. It can also provide a signal to rescuers.

Medication: Include a medical kit with pain and prescription medications, small 
bandages, and antibiotic ointment.

Identification: Your passport and driver’s license are easy to hide in a bug-out bag. 
Encrypted thumb drive: Store a copy of your passport and an abbreviated version of 
the duress packet.

Signaling device: Include a whistle and/or a light to signal your location.

Shoes: Comfortable, sturdy shoes to walk long distances and climb over rough 
terrain.

Chem Lights: Provide illumination for up to six hours.

Watch: In addition to a cellphone, pack an inexpensive digital watch.

A rubber doorstop: To prevent unauthorized access to a room, pack a rubber door-
stop.
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2) STAY PUT OR MOVE ON?

1

3

When trouble erupts, the first question to address is whether to stay put or move to another 
location. The goal is to ensure safety and security for the next seventy-two hours, as that is 
often how long it takes for disaster relief to arrive or a riot to dissipate. That may mean 
staying at your hotel or office. It might also mean going to the Embassy. However, if the 
Embassy is across town, traveling there may present considerable risk, with no guarantee of 
safety and security once there. Take time to review a map and plan the journey. If traveling 
to the Embassy appears inherently dangerous, it may be best to stay put. Remember: 
Western embassies are often the focal point for demonstrations and riots.

In the event of an earthquake or riot, you will spend less time establishing your bearings 
and more time assessing whether staying in place or moving to a secondary location 
makes sense if you already have a firm idea of the surrounding area.

3) ACQUAINT YOURSELF WITH THE MAP
As a best practice, upon arrival in an unfamiliar location invest the time to
review a map of the surrounding area.
• Where are the conflict zones(s)/impacted areas?
• Where is the Embassy?
• Where are the police stations, military posts, or other locations of possible security?
• Where are areas of high- value commerce and shopping? Avoid these locations, as   
   they will be the first to be looted regardless of the situation.
• Where are the closest highways?
• Where are the airports, train stations, bus stations, and port?

Useful terms
Isolated executive or traveler: 
An individual(s) without the 
means to communicate their 
location and current status, 
typically as a result of a natural 
or man-made disaster.

K&R insurance: Kidnap and 
ransom insurance reimburses 
losses suffered for money paid 
in response to a kidnapping.

Cache: Location used to store 
or hide items for use at a later 
date.
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4) CALL HOME.
If possible, send a message home that lets your family or employer know your status, 
including your location, medical condition, and plans for the next 24-48 hours.

5) DRESS LIKE A LOCAL.
In order to avoid attracting attention, dress like a local. If impractical or such clothing is 
unavailable, put on jeans, a T-shirt, and a jacket that a local might wear. Remember that 
Western-style clothes identify you as a person of wealth or means, which may result in an 
approach to pay a bribe or physical assault.

6) DO YOU KNOW A LOCAL PERSON YOU TRUST?
In order to avoid attracting attention, dress like a local. If impractical or such clothing is 
unavailable, put on jeans, a T-shirt, and a jacket that a local might wear. Remember that 
Western-style clothes identify you as a person of wealth or means, which may result in an 
approach to pay a bribe or physical assault.
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7) STAY AWAY FROM THE CONFLICT.
Avoiding trouble includes staying away from the source of the disruption. It is human nature 
to be curious. Resist the temptation to observe developments first hand. It is very easy to 
become caught up in the event, isolated, and eventually lost in an unfamiliar part of town. 
This is especially problematic if you do not speak the language and do not have a bug-out 
bag in your possession to rely on for survival.

8) SEEK OUT THE MEDIA.
The world’s media routinely operate in highly volatile areas. To maintain their safety and 
report the news, they invest in state-of-the-art communication links. For safety and support, 
the news media normally cluster around one or two luxury hotels. In most cases, it makes 
sense to seek out the media rather than visit the Embassy as those in dire need of 
assistance often overrun it. As most people either respect the news media, or wish to use 
them to spread their message, attacks on journalists normally take place infrequently. 
Maintaining proximity to the media may provide a means of communicating with home, 
access to food and provisions, and better physical security.
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9) ACCESS TO A COMMUNICATIONS LINK.
Ensure that your cellphone remains fully charged at all times. If it fails and you are unable 
to recharge, it is important to quickly identify an alternative source of communication. 
Access to a communications link provides a bridge to those at home regarding your current 
safety, well-being, and plans for the immediate future. It can also provide information 
regarding any steps your employer plans to take to remove you from the affected zone or 
ensure your safety until an evacuation is feasible. In natural disasters, cell service goes 
down almost immediately. In other events such as riots, the volume of calls, text messages, 
photographs, and videos quickly overwhelm the telecommunications infrastructure.

Courier: If possible, get someone, preferably a local, to carry a handwritten message 
with a photo of yourself to the Embassy, across an international border, to the media, or 
to a location where it can be sent successfully by email or text.

Satellite Communications (SATCOMMS): The media use satellite communications with 
enormous bandwidth because they need to transmit high-quality video and sound. A 
friendly news agency may allow stranded executives to send messages home when the 
SATCOMM link is not in use.

What do you do when telecommunications networks fail?
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10) CREATE A “CACHE” & SANITIZE YOUR POSSESSIONS

Create a “cache”: Ideally, store the following documents in a locker that only you can access. 
Avoid using the hotel’s safe. It is often the first place criminals look for valuables. (See sidebar 
for good places to cache personal items.)

Sanitize your possessions: Before you leave your hotel or office, conduct a personal inventory 
of your possessions. Remove any documents that indicate your employer or purpose for 
your trip. Remember that even something as simple as a business card may cause a local to 
believe that you are a high-value target that someone would pay a ransom to release.

 • Jewelry: Save it. Do not wear it. Hide it in your “bug out bag”. If you need cash in a  
 hurry, to pay for a train ticket to a safer location, for example, you can sell a watch  
 or ring.

 • Family pictures: Delete pictures from your phone and/or tablet as kidnappers   
 might use them to their advantage. Password-protect the devices, but make sure   
 that you do not use the same PIN as a credit or debit card.

 • Company documents: Leave behind information such as letters or business cards.  
 This includes business cards you have collected from others. Also, delete email  
 mesages that identify your employer. Exception: Capture contact information of   
 local inhabitants you have met during the trip before you dispose of the information.  
 Enter that data in a PIN-protected cell phone.

 • Bank cards: Even if businesses still accept them, using a card issued by a foreign  
 bank attracts attention. In addition, criminals may hide near ATMs in order to steal  
 from people making cash withdrawals. You will have cash in your “bug-out bag” for  
 basic expenses (see sidebar).

 • Memberships: Discard memberships to any organization including a gym, motorists  
 club, professional societies, and department stores. The presence of these cards   
 provides an indication of wealth, nationality, and the potential to pay a ransom.

 • Insurance cards of any kind: Healthcare insurance may be mistaken for kidnap and  
 ransom (K&R) insurance. Remember: If you do have K&R coverage, most policies   
 require that you do not tell anyone that you have it since doing so increases the   
 probability you will be kidnapped.
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FirstCall Corporate Security and Advisory Services is a global business advisory and risk 
management company providing personal protection, workplace stability, and crisis advisory 
services to Fortune 1000 corporate security departments and family offices. With 25 years of 
experience in emerging and high-risk markets plus regional offices in 16 strategic locations 
around the world, FirstCall delivers confidence and peace of mind by providing experienced and 
trusted security professionals. FirstCall provides highly personalized solutions in response to the 
challenges of doing business in today’s fluid, global marketplace.

25+ years of experience solving complex security problems on a global scale
Global capability built through an international presence
More than half the Fortune 100 served
In-depth understanding of social, political, and economic conditions in each market we 
serve
Proven ability to attract, train, and promote the most talented professionals in our 
industry

•
•
•
•

•

FirstCall Corporate Security and Advisory Services
One Sansome Street
Suite 3500 
San Francisco, CA 94104 - USA
Phone: +1 (415) 781-4300
Email:  mktglobal@firstcallcss.com
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Interested in learning how FirstCall can help you mitigate your security risks?
Contact us today at:
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